Disability Support Services Updates
Implementation of Accessible Information Management (AIM)
Introduction:
This year the Learning Resource Center (LRC) has implemented Accessible Information Management (AIM) to manage
the DSS accommodation and alternative testing process. This program assists students with disabilities through their
registration, requests for accommodations in their courses, and their alternative testing requests. You may be
wondering what does this change for faculty? The answer to that is: not much. AIM will be rolled out to students and
faculty members in phases. The two major changes that affect faculty are are as follows:
1) The method through which the DSS office will notify faculty of a student’s accommodations will now
exclusively be via email rather than paper letters.
2) Instructors will now fill out one proctoring form (also called a “Testing Contract”) that will cover exams in that
specific course for the entire semester rather than filling out a proctoring form for every test each student wants
to take in the Testing Center.
The most important thing for faculty members to know is that this semester everything will remain the same at the
start of the semester. However, prior to the end of October you will receive a duplicate letter of accommodation via
email. When you receive that email, that means that we have trained your student on requesting testing
accommodations through AIM and that they are ready to begin using the program. All faculty will need to do at that
time, is complete the “Testing Contract” by following the link within the emailed letter, which is essentially akin to filling
out one last proctoring form for the remainder of the semester.
Below is additional information on these two changes:

Update #1: Letters of Accommodation
This semester you received a paper copy of a student’s accommodation letter. However, at the start of next semester if
you have a student with a disability in your class using accommodations you will receive the letter of accommodation via
your CUW email. Delivering the accommodation letter via email provides the same information as before in a more
discreet manner and the emails will have links to specific information regarding the student’s accommodations. The
image below is an example of what the electronic letter of accommodation will look like.
Please note that even though you
are being given a paper letter, you
will also be sent an email with the
duplicated letter of
accommodation this semester.
This is simply a part of the roll-out
process and will only occur this
once. If your student has testing
accommodations, follow the link to
complete the Testing Contract in
the red box. If your student does
not have testing accommodations,
you will not need to do anything
more with the emailed letter.

Link to the
Testing
Contract

Update #2: Testing Contract

If a student is eligible for alternative testing
accommodations (extended time, minimal
distraction room, scribe, etc.), you will see a
box outlined in red in the electronic letter of
accommodation labeled “PLEASE COMPLETE: Alternative Testing Contract.” You will simply need to click on the link and
you will be taken directly to the Testing Contract. The Testing Contract will ask you a few questions about how you want
quizzes/exams for your course to be proctored in the Testing Center. For example: what resources are students in your
course allowed on exams? Are exams in your course computer-based? Do exams in your course require a Scantron?
Where would you like completed exams delivered? etc.
To the left is a screenshot of what the Testing Contract looks
like. The Testing Contract extends throughout the semester
and will also extend to other students who have alternative
testing accommodations in that specific course and section. So,
instead of having to complete a proctoring form for each and
every exam request submitted by a student, you will only need
to complete one Testing Contract per course and section in
which you have a student using testing accommodations. For
example, if you teach two sections of HIST 103 and you have
multiple students using testing accommodations in both
sections, you will need to complete one Testing Contract for
each section. If you have one student who uses
accommodations in one of your course sections, you would
only need to fill out one Testing Contract for that one section.
Please note that just as before, students don’t have to use
their testing accommodations for all exams (they can pick and
choose which exams they want to take in the Testing Center).
The student will still have to sign up for individual exams and
you will receive a notification of that student’s exam request,
but you will have minimal or nothing to do/fill out as you have
already completed the Testing Contract. When the student
signs up for an exam and you receive the email notification,
you will see a link in that email and you will be able to upload
your exam to our secure server using that link. If you need to
make a modification or allowance to the proctoring
instructions or if you would like to provide more detailed
proctoring instructions for that particular quiz/exam, you may
respond directly to the notification with your
instructions/modifications.
Should you have any questions or concerns throughout this
transition, please do not hesitate to contact our office.
Ashley Mueller, DSS Coordinator
Learning Resource Center (LU 200)
262-243-4299
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